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Abstract
Inspired by Topological Quantum Field Theories, which provide a link between
the category of vector spaces and the category of cobordisms, the aim of this
project is to represent Finite State Automata as something topological or geometrical. In particular, to represent each automaton as several contact structures, providing a result concerning which automata are contact representable.
The relationship between automata and semigroups was exploited to consider the problem in terms of semigroups. Here, the structure of semigroups
was of use, and was explored with the Jordan-Hölder theorem for groups and
the Krohn-Rhodes theorem for semigroups.
We showed that those semigroups containing a subgroup were not contact
representable with the category of discs and annuli. The category of decorated
cobordisms (cobordisms with embedded curves) was then considered as this
enables higher genus surfaces to be considered. The relations this category
obeys were found, but the question of which algebraic object can be contact
represented by it remains open.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The notion of a Topological Quantum Field Theory (TQFT) arose from a mathematical formalisation of a Quantum Field Theory. The idea of a TQFT is
to provide a relationship between topological objects - manifolds - and vector
spaces. In particular, a TQFT is a functor from the category of n-dimensional
cobordisms to the category of vector spaces. This projects explores possible
functors between algebraic objects, such as vector spaces, and topological and
geometric objects, such as cobordisms. In particular, we wish to provide a result concerning whether automata can be represented as a collection of contact
structures. One simple example is given in figure 1
TQFTs were first used in contact geometry by Honda et al. [10], and they
were extended to the idea of a Sutured Quadrangulated Field Theory (SQFT)
by Mathews [15]. In the latter, contact structures on two dimensional manifolds have an information theoretic interpretation. This project extends these
ideas again to the notion of a Contact Representable Finite State Automaton
(CRFSA). A CRFSA is a Finite State Automaton (FSA) for which there exists
several corresponding contact structures. The original problem was to contact
represent automata with sutured discs and annuli, using discs to represent states
and annuli to represent the alphabet. Ultimately it was proven that many semigroups are not contact representable in such a way. In fact, all non-cyclic groups

Figure 1.1: One very simple example of a contact representation for an automaton.
2

are not contact representable in this way.
In order to determine how to contact represent automata, it was useful to
explore their structure. Then, by understanding how an automaton can be
broken down into smaller parts, the problem becomes one of learning how to
contact represent each part, and how to preserve the structure. Thus, this
thesis is divided into three parts: understanding the structure of algebraic objects, understanding topological objects, and trying to put them together. Since
the original problem was proven false, it was relaxed in various ways. Various
topological objects were considered, not just discs and annuli, which could ultimately be used to represent other algebraic structures besides automata. The
basics of category theory were also explored in order to bring together these
ideas in topology and algebra. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the algebraic categories under consideration, whilst chapter 3 covers the geometric and
topological categories, both new and old. In chapter 4, functors between these
various categories are explored.
Two decomposition theorems for algebra were explored; the Jordan-Hölder
decomposition theorem for groups was the earliest of these. Here, a group is
decomposed into a composition series whose factors are simple groups. In 1962
Krohn and Rhodes announced their decomposition theorem for automata. The
Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem generalises the Jordan-Hölder theorem
to semigroups, and then uses the correspondence between automata and semigroups. They show that semigroups can be decomposed into a wreath product
of “prime” semigroups, and automata can be decomposed into a cascade of
“prime” automata.
Then the potential representation was extended to include embedded curves,
rather than sutures, and higher genus surfaces, removing it somewhat from
contact geometry but allowing more possibilities for representation. And it is
possible that certain geometric and topological structures are best served representing other algebraic objects, not just automata. To this end, the category
dec2cob was created and the relations governing it explored, in the hope that
something algebraic with these relations can be found. Other possibilities which
were not explored include SQFTs, Temperly-Lieb algebras, and permutations
which allow crossings.
Throughout the section on algebra, standard notation will be used. However,
in some sections regarding contact geometry and cobordisms, the notation will
be non-standard. Instead of writing f (x) to refer to a function f applied to x,
we will use either xf or x · f . Additionally, function composition will be written
left to right, so that f g will be the function which does f first, and then g.
Thus instead of g(f (x)) we will write x · f g. Although this may be a cause for
confusion at first, it proves extremely useful when working with cobordisms.
This work would not have been possible without the support of my supervisor
Dan Mathews.
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Chapter 2

Algebra
In this chapter various algebraic objects and their structures will be considered,
in order to better understand the structure of automata.

2.1

Groups

In this section we will study the properties of groups. In particular, we wish to
know how they decompose, in order to better understand their structure.
Definition 2.1.1 (Group). A set G equipped with a binary operation ∗, such
that the following hold:
• The group (G, ∗) is closed under ∗.
• The operation is associative. That is, a∗(b∗c) = (a∗b)∗c for all a, b, c ∈ G.
• There is an identity, 1, such that a ∗ 1 = 1 ∗ a = a for all a ∈ G
• Every element has an inverse, so for all a ∈ G there exists a a−1 ∈ G such
that aa−1 = a−1 a = 1.
We normally refer to a group (G, ∗) as just G, unless confusion would result.
Definition 2.1.2 (Homomorphism). A homormophism from a group (G, ∗G )
to a group (H, ∗H ) is a function ϕ such that for all g1 , g2 ∈ G, ϕ(g1 ∗G g2 ) =
ϕ(g1 ) ∗H ϕ(g2 )
Definition 2.1.3 (Isomorphism). A bijective homomorphism.
Definition 2.1.4 (Subgroup). A subset of the group which is closed under the
group operation.
Definition 2.1.5 (Normal subgroup). A subgroup N of G where ∀n ∈ N, gng −1 ∈
N ∀g ∈ G.
It is useful here to define some notation. If g is an element of a group G
and A and B are subgroups, then gA = {ga : a ∈ A}, Ag = {ag : a ∈ A} and
AB = {ab : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
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Definition 2.1.6 (Quotient group). Let G be a group with normal subgroup N .
For each g ∈ G, gN is known as a left coset. We define the quotient group G/N
to be the set of all left cosets, which multiplication given by (aN )(bN ) = (ab)N .
Theorem 2.1.7 (First isomorphism theorem). Consider two groups G and H
with ϕ : G → H. Then then kernel of ϕ is a normal subgroup of G, the image
of ϕ is a subgroup of H, and Im(ϕ) ∼
= G/Ker(ϕ)
There are various ways that groups can be brought together to form larger
groups. Naı̈vely, one might expect that there is a way to compose and decompose
groups in such a way that composition and decomposition are inverses of each
other. For example, given a group G with a normal subgroup N , is it true that
G∼
= G/N × N ? Or G ∼
= G/N o N ? Although this is not the case, there is an
answer provided by the Jordan-Hölder theorem in subsection 2.1.2. Again, we
might naı̈vely assume there there are some “prime” groups from which all other
groups can be made; this also turns out to be somewhat true.

2.1.1

Direct and Semi-direct Products

Perhaps the most basic type of product is the direct product, also known as the
cartesian product.
Definition 2.1.8 (Direct Product). Given two groups G and H, their direct
product is given by
G × H = {(g, h) : g ∈ G, h ∈ H}
with multiplication given by
(g1 , h1 ) · (g2 , h2 ) = (g1 · g2 , h1 · h2 ).
This product is indeed a well defined group. However it is not always true
that
G∼
= G/N × N.
Using Z4 as a counterexample, note that both Z2 ∼
= {0, 2} and Z4 /{0, 2} ∼
= Z2 ,
but that their product Z2 × Z2  Z4 .
If we consider how multiplication works in the direct product, it should become clear that information is being lost. Morally, we can think of multiplication
in G × H as the following:
(g1 , h1 ) · (g2 , h2 ) = g1 h1 g2 h2
(g1 · g2 , h1 · h2 ) = g1 g2 h1 h2
Clearly, (g1 , h1 ) · (g2 , h2 ) is equal to (g1 · g2 , h1 · h2 ) only when for all g ∈ G,
h ∈ H we can say that gh = hg. This is in fact the characterisation of the direct
product in group presentations (for more on group presentations see Carstensen
et al. [1]). Given two groups with presentations hXG |RG i and hXH |RH i, their
direct product is given by hXG ∪ XH |RG ∪ RH ∪ {gh = hg : g ∈ G, h ∈ H}i.
In the direct product of G and H, every element of G commutes with every
element of H. But what if this was not the case? What if, instead, we define a
function φ:
g1 h1 g2 h2 = g1 h1 g2 h−1
1 h1 h2
= g1 φh1 (g2 )h1 h2
5

This generalisation is thesemi-direct product. When φh is the identity for all
h ∈ H, this reduces to the direct product.
Definition 2.1.9 (Automorphism group). An automorphism is an isomorphism
from a group to itself. For some group G, the set of all automorphisms of G
under composition form the automorphism group of G, Aut(G).
This is indeed a well defined group under composition.
Definition 2.1.10 (Semi-direct product). Consider two groups, N and H. Let
φ : H → Aut(N ) be a function, with φ(h) := φh . Multiplication is defined on
the set N × H by
(n1 , h1 ) · (n2 , h2 ) = (n1 φh1 (n2 ), h1 h2 ).
This group is known as N oφ H.
The semi-direct product is usually written N o H unless one wishes to make
the function φ explicit.
Note that if G = N o H, then N / G and H < G. In this case, the function
ϕ is defined by φh (n) = hnh−1 for all n ∈ N .
Again, there is a counterexample to the claim G ∼
= N o G/N . Consider
the group Q8 . This group has a normal subgroup {±1}, which is abelian. The
quotient group Q8 /{±1} is the group consisting of four elements, i, j, k, where:
ij = k = −k = ji
jk = i = −i = kj
ki = j = −j = ik
Therefore Q8 /{±1} is abelian too. However, semidirect product of two abelian
groups is also abelian in some cases, and this is one of them, but Q8 is not[2].
We can use short exact sequences to give another criterion for the semi-direct
product.
Definition 2.1.11 (Exact sequence). A sequence of groups and homomorphisms
f1
f2
fn
G0 → G1 → . . . → Gn
such that the image of fi is the kernel of fi+1 . Note that sequences can be
infinite or finite.
Note that if a homomorphism fi is injective, then one can write
fi

1 → Gi−1 → Gi
with the trivial homomorphism. Similarly, if fi is surjective, then
fi

Gi−1 → Gi → 1
.
Definition 2.1.12 (Short exact sequence). A short exact sequence is an exact
sequence with the following form:
f

g

1→N →G→H→1
6

Note that by the First Isomorphism Theorem, theorem 2.1.7, we know that
G/f (N ) ∼
= H. Short exact sequences are often written as follows:
1 → N → G → G/N → 1
Theorem 2.1.13. [2] For a short exact sequence
β

α

1→H→G→K→1
the following are equivalent:
1. There is a homomorphism α0 : G → H such that α0 (α(h)) = h
2. There is an isomorphism θ : G → H × K such that the following diagram
commutes:
1

H

α

G

id

1

H

θ

H ×K

β

K

1

id

K

1

In other words, a group G is equal to the direct product H × H if and only if
the above function α0 exists.
Proof. (2) =⇒ (1) The function θ is a map from G to H × K. Define the
first coordinate map to be α0 (g). Since the diagram commutes, this should give
α0 (α(h)) = h.
(1) =⇒ (2) Consider the map θ : G → H × K where θ(g) = (α0 (g), β(g)).
This is a homomorphism since both α0 and β are homomorphisms. If θ(g) =
(1, 1) then β(g) = 1, so g ∈ ker(β) and thus is in the image of α, so g = α(h)
for some h. Thus, 1 = α0 (g) = α0 (α(h)) = h. Thus, g = α(1) = 1, so this is an
injective map.
To check surjectivity, consider some (h, k) ∈ H × K. We wish to find an
element of G such that α0 (g) = h and β(g) = k. It is clear that β −1 (k) will
always have at least one element. Let g ∈ β −1 (k). Now we can multiply g by
anything in Ker(β) =Im(α), so β −1 (k) = {gα(x) : x ∈ H. Let x = (α0 (g))−1 h.
Then we know that
 

−1
α0 (gα (x)) = α0 gα (α0 (g)) h
 


−1
= α0 gα (α0 (g))
α (h)


−1
= α0 g (α (α0 (g))) α (h)

= α0 gg −1 α (h)
= α0 (α (h))
=h

It is clear that the diagram commutes.
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Theorem 2.1.14. [2] For a short exact sequence
β

α

1→H→G→K→1
The following are equivalent:
1. There is a homomorphism β 0 : K → G such that β 0 (β(k)) = k
2. There is a homomorphism φ : K → Aut(H) and an isomorphism θ : G →
H oφ K such that the diagram following diagram commutes.
1

H

α

G

id

1

H

θ

H oφ K

β

K

1

id

K

1

In other words, a group G is equal to the direct product H o H if and only if
the above function β 0 exists.
The proof of this is similar to the above, and is in Conrad [2].

2.1.2

Jordan-Hölder Theorem

All of these products so far allow one to decompose some groups into simpler
groups, but none of them work for all groups. However, the Jordan-Hölder
theorem does allow a group’s composition to be known. This theorem states
that any group can be decomposed uniquely into a composition series, whose
factors are simple groups.
Definition 2.1.15 (Simple group). A group G is simple if its only normal
subgroups are {1} and G.
One example of a simple group is Zp , where p is prime. In fact, this describes
all finite simple abelian groups.
Lemma 2.1.16. A group G is finite, simple and abelian if and only if there
exists some prime number p such that G ∼
= Zp [17].
Theorem 2.1.17 (Classification of finite abelian groups). For any finite abelian
group G, there exists a sequence of powers of prime numbers, (pi )1≤i≤n , such
that G = Zp1 × Zp2 × . . . × Zpn
Definition 2.1.18 (Normal and Subnormal series). A finite sequence of normal
subgroups such that
1 = G0 / G1 / . . . Gk−1 / Gk = G
is called a subnormal series. If each subgroup Gi is normal in G, it is a normal
series.
Note that some texts refer to subnormal series as normal series. There are
some properties of subnormal series:
8

Definition 2.1.19 (Factors). Given a subnormal series
1 = G0 / G1 / . . . Gk−1 / Gk = G,
the factors are the groups Gi /Gi−1 .
Definition 2.1.20 (Length). The length of a subnormal series is the number
of non-trivial factors.
Definition 2.1.21 (Refinement). Consider a normal series
1 = G0 / G1 / . . . Gk−1 / Gk = G.
A one-step refinement is when an extra normal subgroup is added:
1 = G0 / G1 / . . . / N / . . . Gk−1 / Gk = G
A refinement of a series is the result of some number of one-step refinements.
Definition 2.1.22 (Proper refinement). For a series of length k, a proper refinement is a refinement of length > k
Definition 2.1.23. Two normal series are equivalent if they have the same
non-trivial factors.
Note that two normal series must have the same length in order to be equivalent, but they may not necessarily have the same number of terms. An example
of a non-proper refinement would be something like the following:
1 = G0 / G1 / . . . Gk−2 / Gk−1 / Gk−1 / Gk = G
Finally, we are able to define a composition series.
Definition 2.1.24 (Composition series). A normal series where each factor is
a simple group.
The factors Gi /Gi−1 of a composition series are also called composition
quotient groups. Another definition of composition series is a normal series
which has no proper refinements. The two definitions are equivalent, but I will
not provide a proof here.
Lemma 2.1.25 (Lemma II.8.8, [11]). If S is a composition series, then any
refinement of S is equivalent to S.
There are some lemmas that are required to prove the Jordan-Hölder theorem. The following three lemmas have proofs in many basic algebra textbooks
and so will not be proven here. In Hungerford [11], they are Ex I.5.13, Theorem
I.5.3 (iii) and (i), and Theorem I.5.5.
Lemma 2.1.26. Consider a group G with N / G and K < G. Then :
• N ∩ K is a normal subgroup of K
• N K = KN
Lemma 2.1.27. Given a group G with N / G and K / G then N K is normal
in G. That is, the product of two normal subgroups is normal.
9

Lemma 2.1.28. For any homomorphism f : G → H, ker(f ) / G, and the map
π : G → G/N given by π(a) = aN , where N / G, is a surjection with kernel N .
Now we can use those lemmas to prove the following lemmas and theorems,
and eventually the Jordan-Hölder Theorem. The crux of the proof is in the
Zassenhaus theorem, theorem 2.1.31.
Lemma 2.1.29 (Theorem I.5.11, [11]). Let f : G → H be a surjective homomorphism. Let Sf (G) be the set of all subgroups of G which contain ker(f ),
and let S(H) be the set of all subgroups of H. Then there is a bijection,
ϕ : K ∈ Sf (G) 7→ f (K) ∈ S(H), under which normal subgroups map to normal
subgroups.
Proof. We know that for every subgroup J < H, f −1 (J) < G and ker(f ) <
f −1 (J), so φ is surjective. We also know that for K < G, f −1 (f (K)) = K,
which is only true for ker(f ) < K, and so φ is injective.
Let K / G. Then consider some element f (k) ∈ f (K). We want to show
that for all h ∈ H, hf (k)h−1 ∈ f (K). We know that f is surjective, so there is
some g ∈ G such that h = f (g). Thus:
hf (k)h−1 = f (g)f (k)f (g)−1
= f (g)f (k)f (g −1 )
= f (gkg −1 )

And we know that gkg −1 ∈ K since K is normal. Thus, f (K) is normal. Since
we have shown that f is bijective, we can repeat the same argument to show that
for any normal subgroup N ∈ H, the inverse image f −1 (N ) is also normal.
Corollary 2.1.30 (corollary 1.5.12, [11]). If N /G, then every subgroup of G/N
is of the form K/N , where K is a subgroup of G that contains N . Furthermore,
K/N is normal in G/N iff K is normal in G.
Proof. Consider the canonical surjection π : G → G/N . This has kernel N by
lemma 2.1.28. Thus, there is a one to one correspondence between subgroups
containing N , and all subgroups of G/N by lemma 2.1.29. Any subgroup K
will correspond to its image K/N . Furthermore, if K is normal in G, then by
lemma 2.1.29 its image, K/N , is also normal.
Theorem 2.1.31 (Zassenhaus, [11]). Consider two groups A and B, with A0 /A
and B 0 / B.
1. A0 (A ∩ B 0 ) is a normal subgroup of A0 (A ∩ B)
2. B 0 (A0 ∩ B) is a normal subgroup of B 0 (A ∩ B)
3. A0 (A ∩ B)/A0 (A ∩ B 0 ) ∼
= B 0 (A ∩ B)/B 0 (A0 ∩ B)
Proof. We know that B 0 / B, and A ∩ B / B, so by lemma 2.1.26 we know that
B 0 ∩ (A ∩ B) / A ∩ B, and so A ∩ B 0 / A ∩ B. In a similar way, we can see that
(A0 ∩ B) / (A ∩ B). Thus, by the same lemma, (A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ) / A ∩ B. We
also know by the same lemma that A0 (A ∩ B) / A and B 0 (A ∩ B) / B.
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Define a surjective homomorphism
f : A0 (A ∩ B) → (A ∩ B)/((A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 )).
For ac, where a ∈ A0 , c ∈ A ∩ B, let
f (ac) = (A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 )c.
To prove this is well-defined, consider two elements a1 c1 , a2 c2 ∈ A0 (A ∩ B),
where a1 c1 = a2 c2 . We need to show that f (a1 c1 ) = f (a2 c2 ). It suffices to show
that c1 and c2 are in the same coset, i.e.
0
0
c1 c−1
2 ∈ (A ∩ B)(A ∩ B ).
−1
−1
0
We know that c1 c−1
= a−1
∈ A0 . Also c1 c−1
∈
2
1 a2 , and a1 a2 ∈ A so c1 c2
2
(A ∩ B). Thus,
0
0
0
c1 c−1
2 ∈ A ∩ B ⊂ (A ∩ B)(A ∩ B )

and f is well defined.
To find the kernel of f , note that ac ∈ ker(f ) iff c ∈ (A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ). That
is,
ac ∈ A0 (A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ).
Firstly, we can show
A0 (A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ) ⊂ A0 (A ∩ B).
Since (A0 ∩ B) ⊂ (A ∩ B) and (A ∩ B 0 ) ⊂ A ∩ B,
A0 (A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ) ⊂ A0 (A ∩ B)(A ∩ B) = A0 (A ∩ B).
We need to show
A0 (A ∩ B 0 ) ⊂ A0 (A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ).
Thus it suffices to show
(A0 ∩ B) ⊂ A0 (A ∩ B 0 ).
But we know that
(A0 ∩ B) ⊂ A0 ⊂ A0 (A ∩ B 0 ).
Thus, the kernel of f is A0 (A ∩ B 0 ).
Thus, by lemma 2.1.28, A0 (A ∩ B 0 ) is normal in A0 (A ∩ B). By the first
isomorphism theorem,
A0 (A ∩ B)/A0 (A ∩ B 0 ) ∼
= (A ∩ B)/(A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ).
In the same way, we can show that
B 0 (A ∩ B)/B 0 (A0 ∩ B) ∼
= (A ∩ B)/(A0 ∩ B)(A ∩ B 0 ).
Thus,

A0 (A ∩ B)/A0 (A ∩ B 0 ) ∼
= B 0 (A ∩ B)/B 0 (A0 ∩ B).
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Theorem 2.1.32 (Schreier refinement theorem[11]). Any two subnormal series
of a group G have subnormal refinements that are equivalent
Proof. Consider the two series for the group G:
1 = G0 / G1 / . . . Gm−1 / Gm = G
1=

G00

/

G01

/

. . . G0n−1

/

G0n

=G

(2.1)
(2.2)

Now for each 0 ≤ i ≤ m consider the groups
Gi+1 = Gi (Gi+1 ∩ G0n ) . Gi (Gi+1 ∩ G0n−1 ) . . . . Gi (Gi ∩ G00 ) = Gi
We shall construct a refinement of the first series by replacing each Gi+1 with
this series. In a similar fashion we can construct a refinement of the second
series. By theorem 2.1.31, each of these is normal in the next, so inserting this
subnormal series gives a subnormal refinement with (n + 1)(m + 1) terms. Note
that these terms are not necessarily distinct from each other. Now note that by
theorem 2.1.31, we have:
G0j (Gi+1 ∩ G0j+1 )
Gi (Gi+1 ∩ G0j+1 )
∼
=
Gi (Gi+1 ∩ G0j )
G0j (Gi ∩ G0j+1 )
Which is a bijection, and so the given refinements are equivalent.
Finally we have all the background we need to state and prove the JordanHölder theorem.
Theorem 2.1.33 (Jordan Hölder Theorem). Consider a finite group G with
two composition series,
1 = G0 / G1 / . . . Gm−i / Gm = G
1=

G00

/

G01

/

. . . G0n−i

/

G0n

=G

(2.3)
(2.4)

Then m = n and for any ith composition quotient group Gi /Gi−1 , there exists
a j such that G0j /G0j−1 ∼
= Gi /Gi−1 .
Proof. Consider a group G with two composition series. By theorem 2.1.32,
they will have equivalent refinements. By lemma 2.1.25, every refinement of a
composition series is equivalent to that series. Thus, any two composition series
of G must be equivalent.

2.1.3

Group Action

The final section on groups will be about groups acting on sets. This notion
of group action, as well as the similar notion of semigroup action (which is
essentially defined in the same way), will be useful later on.
Definition 2.1.34 (Group action). Given a group G and a set X, a group
action is a homomorphism from G to Aut(X).
A group action is often denoted as g(x) = g · x, which is a left action, or x · g
for a right action. There are certain properties of group action. In the following
definitions we assume that G is a group acting on a non-empty set X.
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Definition 2.1.35 (Faithful). An action is faithful if for any g, h ∈ G where
g 6= h, there exists an x ∈ X such that g(x) 6= h(x). An equivalent definition is
that the homomorphism has trivial kernel.
Definition 2.1.36 (Transitive). For any x, y ∈ X there exists a g ∈ G such
that g(x) = y.
Lemma 2.1.37. Let G be a group acting on a finite set X faithfully. Then for
any g ∈ G, g(X) = X.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that g(X) 6= X. Then there is at
least one element of X which is not in the image of g, so there is in turn at least
one element z such that g(x) = z and g(y) = z but x 6= y. But then g(x) = g(y),
so consider the following:
g(x) = g(y)
=⇒ g

−1

(g(x)) = g −1 (g(y))

=⇒ (g −1 g)(x) = (g −1 g)(y)
=⇒ 1(x) = 1(y)
=⇒ x = y

This is a contradiction, therefore g(X) = X.

2.2

Semigroups

There is a theorem, the Krohn-Rhodes theorem, which provides a result similar
to the Jordan-Hölder theorem but for semigroups. Semigroups are a generalisation of groups which does not necessarily have an identity or inverses.
Definition 2.2.1 (Semigroup). A semigroup (S, ∗) is a set, S, closed under a
binary operation ∗ which is associative. It is normally denoted S.
A semigroup with an identity is known as a monoid. From here, we will be
using the word semigroup to denote both semigroups proper and monoids, since
given a semigroup it is easy to add an identity element.
Definition 2.2.2 (Sub-semigroup). A subset closed under the binary operation.

2.2.1

Wreath Product

The wreath product can be defined in terms of both groups and semigroups.
First, the group version.
Definition 2.2.3. Let H and A be groups with H acting on a set Ω. The base
of the wreath product is
Y
K :=
Aω ,
ω∈Ω

where Aω is a copy of A indexed by ω ∈ Ω. We define ϕh (aω ) =
Then the
Qah−1 ω . Q
wreath product is the semi-direct product K oϕ H, where ϕh ( Aω = ϕh (aω )
13

The definition given above is technically that of the unrestricted
Q
Lwreath
product. The restricted wreath product is similar, replacing
with
in the
base of the wreath product. However, when Ω is finite then the restricted and
unrestricted versions of the wreath product are the same, so we shall treat them
as such. If Ω := H, the wreath product is called regular.
A second definition of the wreath product is given in Rhodes [17], and in
Diekert et al. [3]. This definition involves semigroups, but it turns out that at
least in the group case the two definitions are equivalent.
Definition 2.2.4 (Right mapping semigroups). Let X be a finite non-empty set.
Let S be a collection of maps X → X such that S is closed under composition.
S acts on the right of X by x · s = (x)s. The pair (X, S) is a right mapping
semigroup.
This definition implicitly requires the action of the semigroup, S, on X to
be faithful. One example of a right mapping semigroup might be a permutation
group acting on a set, for example ({1, 2, 3}, S3 ). There are two criteria that
must be satisfied in the second wreath product definition. For the following we
assume that (X1 , S1 ) and (X2 , S2 ) are two right mapping semigroups.
Definition 2.2.5 (Triangular form[17]). Consider a map Π : X2 × X1 → X2 ×
X1 . It is a triangular form if it can be written as two maps Π1 : X1 → X1 and
Π2 : X2 × X1 → X2 , where
(x2 , x1 ) · Π = ((x2 , x1 )Π2 , (x1 )Π1 )
When defined like this, we can say Π = w(Π2 , Π1 ).
Note that Π1 relies only on x1 , not on both x1 and x2 . The
Definition 2.2.6 (Compatibility of triangular form with right mapping semigroups [17]). Let Π = w(Π2 , Π1 ). Then we require Π1 ∈ S1 and for every
x01 ∈ X1 the map x2 7→ (x2 , x01 )Π2 is in S2
As we are about to prove, these two conditions are equivalent to a single
condition.
Definition 2.2.7 (Linking map). There exists an s1 ∈ S1 and a β2 : X1 → S2
such that (x2 , x1 ) · Π = (x2 · β2 (x1 ), x1 · s1 )
If this conditions is satisfied, Π is written as Π = w(β2 , s1 ) [17].
Lemma 2.2.8. Conditions 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 taken together are equivalent to condition 2.2.7.
Proof. If Π1 ∈ S1 then we can equivalently talk about s1 ∈ S1 , and say (x1 )Π1 =
(x1 ) · s1 . The map β2 : X1 → S2 takes as its input something in x1 and gives
the map x2 7→ (x2 , x1 )Π2 which is in S2 . Then in condition 2.2.7 this map acts
on x2 to give some element in X2 , given by (x2 , x1 )Π2 . Thus, these are two
different ways of writing the same conditions.
Definition 2.2.9 (Wreath Product [17]). The wreath product of two right
mapping semigroups, (X1 , S1 ) and (X2 , S2 ), is given by
(X2 , S2 ) o (X1 , S1 ) = (X2 × X1 , (X2 , S2 )w(X1 , S1 ))
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Where (X2 , S2 )w(X1 , S1 ) is the set of all maps Π : X2 × X1 → X2 × X1 which
satisfy the above two conditions 2.2.5 and 2.2.6. Or equivalently, which satisfy
condition 2.2.7.
One would hope that these two different definitions for the wreath product,
2.2.3 and 2.2.9, turn out to be the same. Luckily, one is for groups and one
for semigroups, and when used for groups, the second definition reduces to the
first.
Proposition 2.2.10. Let A and H be groups. Then both definitions of the
wreath product, 2.2.3 and 2.2.9, result in the same group A o H up to isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the wreath product A o H with H acting on a set Ω. Have the
group A act on the set A, so we have (A, A) o (Ω, H). Then we will consider
some map Π : A × Ω → A × Ω which satisfies condition 2.2.7. That is, there is
some h ∈ H and a β : Ω → A such that (a, ω) · Π = (a · β(ω), ω · h). The set of
all such maps is isomorphic to the wreath product.
Consider a second map, Π0 , with an associated β 0 and h0 . Then to check
this is a homomorphism:
(a, ω) · ΠΠ0 = (a · β(ω), ω · h)Π0
= (a · β(ω) · β 0 (ω · h), ω · h · h0 )

Any map such as this is an element of the usual wreath product.
Given a h ∈ H, we can define a map β : Ω → A by β(ω) = Ah−1 (ω) , where
Ah−1 (ω) is the element of A indexed by h−1 (ω). This does indeed satisfy the
conditions. Given a map Π : X2 × X1 → X2 × X1 which satisfies the conditions,
we are provided with some β : Ω → A, so we can use this on our Aω s. Thus,
this homomorphisms is bijective.

2.2.2

The Krohn-Rhodes Theorem for Semigroups

The Jordan-Hölder theorem allows groups to be decomposed into their smallest
units, the finite simple groups. There is an analogous theorem for semigroups,
the Krohn-Rhodes theorem, which allows any semigroup to be uniquely decomposed into a wreath product of prime semigroups.
Definition 2.2.11 (Primes). The set Primes is the set of all finite, simple,
non-trivial groups.
Lemma 2.2.12. For any finite simple abelian group G, there exists an n such
that G ∼
= Zn
In fact, all finite abelian groups are the direct product of some of these finite
simple abelian groups.
Definition 2.2.13. A semigroup S is said to divide a semigroup T if there
exists a surjective homomorphism from a subsemigroup of T to S. We say S|T
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Definition 2.2.14. If S is a semigroup, then
Primes(S) = {P ∈ Primes : P |S}
Definition 2.2.15 (Irreducible). A semigroup S is said to be irreducible if
S|(X2 , S2 )w(X1 , S1 ) =⇒ S|S2 or S|S1 .
There is also an important semigroup, U3 . It is best defined by its Cayley
table.
Definition 2.2.16.
e
U3 =
a
b

e
e
a
b

a
a
a
b

b
b
a
b

That is, a ∗ x = a for all x ∈ U3 , similarly b ∗ x = b, and e is the identity.
Definition 2.2.17 (Units). The set of all divisors of U3 . That is,
U0 := {e}
U1 := {a, b}
U2 := {e, a}
U3 := U3
This includes the trivial group, U3 itself, U3 without the identity, and the
group {e, a} where a = a ∗ a = a ∗ e = e ∗ a. We can define each of these as a
right mapping semigroup acting on the set {a, b}
Theorem 2.2.18 (Krohn-Rhodes Prime Decomposition Theorem for Semigroups [17]). Let (X, S) be a right-mapping semigroup. Then there exist (X1 , S1 ), ...(Xn , Sn )
such that
(X, S)|(Xn , Sn ) o ...(X1 , S1 )
And for each j ∈ {1, . . . n}, either Sj ∈ Primes(S) and (Xj , Sj ) is a faithful,
transitive permutation group, or (Xj , Sj ) = ({a, b}, U3 ).
Furthermore, if S is irreducible then it is either a Prime or a Unit.

2.3

Automata

A Finite State Automaton (FSA) is a kind of idealised computer, similar to a
Turing machine but much weaker [18]. It can be thought of as a directed graph
with the edges labelled by elements of a set. This set is known as the alphabet.
The vertices, of which there are finitely many, are known as states, and each
state is labelled as either “accept” or not accept. Note that the words FSA and
Automaton will be used interchangeably from here onwards. An example of an
automaton is given in figure 2.3. A word is fed into the automaton, and as each
letter is read we travel along the graph from state to state. If we end up in an
accept state, the word is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected. A mathematical
definition of an FSA is as follows:
Definition 2.3.1 (Finite State Automaton (FSA)). A FSA is a 5-tuple F =
(Q, A, τ, q0 , B), where
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Figure 2.1: An example of a finite state automaton, taken from Pin and Perrin
[16]. Here, the alphabet is {a, b}, the start state is labelled with an in arrow,
and the accept state is labelled with an outward arrow. This automaton accepts
only words of the form (ab)n . If the state labelled ba were also an accept state,
then words of the form (ba)n would also be accepted.
• Q is the set of states
• The set A is the alphabet
• τ : A × Q → Q is the transition function
• q0 ∈ Q is the start state
• B ⊂ Q is the set of accept states
The transition function is what determines which state to move to at each
timestep. Note that we will assume that all sets of states are finite and nonempty, both in an FSA and in other machines. Note also that A∗ denotes the
set of all words over the alphabet A, so
A∗ = {(a1 , . . . an ) : aj ∈ A}.
The way an automaton performs calculations is by separating words into
either accepted or not accepted. The set of all accepted words is the language
of an automaton.
Definition 2.3.2 (Language). Given an FSA F with alphabet A, a word w =
w1 w2 ...wn ∈ A∗ is said to be part of the language of F , L(F ) iff it ends in an
accept state. That is,
L(F ) = {w ∈ A∗ : λ(wn , λ(wn−1 , ...λ(w1 , q0 ))) ∈ B}
Two automata are said to be equivalent iff their languages are the same.
In Rhodes [17], there is another definition used which is very similar to an
FSA. Here there is no start state or accept states, but there is an output at each
timestep.
Definition 2.3.3 (Circuit [17]). A circuit is a 5-tuple C = (Q, A, B, τ, δ), where
• Q is the set of states
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• A is the set of basic inputs (alphabet)
• B is the set of basic outputs
• τ : Q × A → Q is the transition function
• δ : Q × A → B is the output function
Note that A and B are finite and non-empty.
There is an object similar to a circuit but lacking the outputs, like an automaton but lacking the start state and the accept states, known as a semiautomaton.
Definition 2.3.4 (Semi-automaton). A triple, S = (Q, A, τ ), where
• Q is the set of states
• A is the alphabet
• τ : Q × A → Q is the transition function
Although a semiautomaton has no outputs, given any circuit we can define a
semiautomaton by letting the states be the set Q×B. This is done rigorously for
specified circuits and automata in proposition 2.3.7. There is also an equivalence
between semiautomata and semigroups. We can act on the set of states with
a letter of the alphabet to produce a new set of states. Acting with multiple
letters in a row is associative.
It turns out that FSA and circuits are almost the same thing. As they
stand, they are incomparable as a circuit does not have an associated language.
However, if we choose some output b0 ∈ B and some start state, then we can
define a new type of circuit which can be said to have a language. In Rhodes
[17] a circuit with a chosen start state is known as a circuit with feedback.
Definition 2.3.5 (Circuit with feedback). Given a circuit C = (Q, A, B, τ, δ),
we can define Cq0 to be the 6-tuple
Cq0 = (Q, A, B, τ, δ, q0 ),
where the first 5 entries are defined as in C, and q0 ∈ Q.
Definition 2.3.6 (Specified Circuit). Given a circuit C = (Q, A, B, τ, δ), we
can define Cq0 ,b0 to be the 7-tuple
Cq0 ,b0 = (Q, A, B, τ, δ, q0 , b0 ),
where the first 5 entries are defined as in C, and q0 ∈ Q, b0 ∈ B.
Proposition 2.3.7. For every specified circuit, there is an FSA which is equivalent to it. Likewise, every FSA has an equivalent circuit.
Proof. Given a specified circuit
C = (Q, A, B, τ, δ, q0 , b0 )
let an FSA be defined by
F = (Q × B, A, γ, q0 , {(q, b0 ) : q ∈ Q})
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where γ : Q × B → Q × B is defined by γ(q, b) = (τ (q), δ(b)). Then any word
in the circuit which ends with output b0 when beginning at q0 will also end
at some state (q, b0 ), which will be an accept state. Likewise, any word in this
FSA which is accepted must therefore end in a state (q, b0 ), which means that in
the corresponding circuit it would have output b0 and thus be accepted. Thus,
L(F ) = L(Cq0 ,b0 ) and they are equivalent.
Similarly, given an FSA F = (Q, A, τ, q0 , B), let a circuit be defined by
Cq0 ,1 = (Q, A, {0, 1}, λ, δ, q0 , 1)
where δ(q, a) is defined to be 1 if q is an accept state and 0 otherwise. Clearly,
any word accepted by the FSA will be accepted by this circuit, and vice versa.
Thus, L(F ) = L(Cq0 ,1 ) and so they are equivalent.
In order to get from here to semigroups, it is necessary to introduce some
other types of computing machines.
Definition 2.3.8 ((Sequential) machine [17]). Let A and B be finite non-empty
sets. Here A is the basic input set, or alphabet, and B is the basic output set. A
sequential machine is a function f : A∗ → B where f (a1 , . . . an ) = bn . Consider
aj to be the input as some time 0 ≤ j ≤ n, and Bn to be the output at time n
It is also useful to define the following:
Definition 2.3.9. Given a sequential machine f , let f ∗ be the function f ∗ :
A∗ → B ∗ where f ∗ ((a1 , . . . an )) = (f (a1 ), . . . f (a1 , . . . an ))
However, in turn, it can be shown that all circuits with feedback are machines
and all machines are circuits with feedback.
Proposition 2.3.10. [17] Given a circuit with feedback Cq , one can define a
machine Cq : A∗ → B inductively by
Cq (a1 ) =

δ(q, a1 )

Cq (a1 , . . . an ) = Cλ(q,a1 ) (a2 , . . . an )

(2.5)
(2.6)

If there exists a q such that Cq = f , then it is said that the circuit C realises
the machine f .
Proposition 2.3.11. Given any machine, f : A∗ → B, one can define a circuit
C(f ) which realises the machine. [17]
Proof. Firstly, we note that given a machine, we can form from A∗ an infinite
semigroup under concatenation. Then for any t ∈ A∗ , we can define the left
translation Lt : A∗ → A∗ : t · r. We note that Lt1 Lt2 = Lt1 ·t2
We can define the circuit of f by
C(f ) = ({f Lt : t ∈ A∗ }, A, B, τ, δ)
The transition function is defined by τ (f Lt , a) = f Lta and the output is defined
by δ(f Lt , a) = (f Lt )(a) = f (ta).
Note that given a machine f , the circuit with feedback C(f )f = f when
defined according to the above two propositions. Given a machine, f , there is
a circuit which realises f . According to some definition of minimal, the above
definition is the unique minimal circuit realising f [17].
Given any semigroup S, we can define a corresponding machine, S M .
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Definition 2.3.12. Consider a semigroup, S. Then the machine of S, S M :
S ∗ → S, is defined by
S M (s1 , ...sn ) = S1 · ...sn
We also know from above that all machines are semigroups. Therefore, to
summarise, we have the following relationships between FSA and semigroups:
FSA ↔ Specified Circuit → Circuit with feedback ↔ Machine ↔ Semigroup

2.3.1

The Krohn-Rhodes Theorem for Finite State Machines

The proof of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem relies on the correspondence between
semigroups and FSA. Note that for any collection of semigroups S, The collection of their corresponding machines is S M .
There are two important semigroups. The first, U3 , was defined earlier
(definition 2.2.16). The second is the delay one machine, D1 .
Definition 2.3.13 (Delay one machine). The machine D1 : {a, b}∗ → {a, b, $},
where
D1 (a1 ) = $
D1 (a1 , ...an ) = an−1
Analogously to the wreath product of semigroups, there is a cascade of
automata.
Definition 2.3.14 (Cascade[14]). Consider two semi-automata, B1 and B2
such that:
• B1 = (Q1 , A, τ1 )
• B2 = (Q2 , Q1 × A, τ2 )
Then we can define C = B1 ◦ B2 = (Q1 × Q2 , A, τ̄ ), where
τ̄ ((q1 , q2 ), a) = (τ1 (q1 , a), τ2 (q2 , (q1 , a)))
Definition 2.3.15 (Permutation-Reset Automaton[14]). Consider an automaton with alphabet A, states Q and transition function δ. Then for any a ∈ A,
either δ(a, Q) = Q is a permutation, or it resets to some state q ∈ Q, that is
δ(a, Q) = q.
Definition 2.3.16 (Automaton homomorphism[14]). Given two semiautomata,
(A, Q, δ) and (A0 , Q0 , δ 0 ), an automaton homomorphism is a surjection φ : Q →
Q0 such that for every q ∈ Q and a ∈ A,
φ(δ(q, a)) = δ 0 (φ(q), a).
Theorem 2.3.17 (Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem[14]). For every automaton A there exists a cascade C = B1 ◦ ...Bn such that
• Each Bi is a permutation-reset automaton.
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• There is a homomorphism φ from C to A.
• Any permutation group in some Bi is a subgroup of the transformation
semigroup of A
There are many proofs of this theorem, see Krohn and Rhodes [13], Rhodes
[17], Maler [14], Ésik [4], Diekert et al. [3]
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Chapter 3

Topology and Geometry
In this report, the aim is to represent something algebraic as something topological or geometric. Here some possible structures are represented.

3.1

Topology

In order to define many of the following topological structures, we must first
define a manifold.
Definition 3.1.1 (Manifold). An n dimensional manifold M is a set M along
with an atlas of charts (Ui , φi ) satisfying the following:
S
• M = Ui
• Each φi : Ui → Vi ⊂ Rn is smooth a smooth map.
• Each φi ◦ φ−1
: U ⊂ Vj → Vi is smooth, where U is the subset on which
j
this function is defined.
• Each φi (Ui ) ⊂ Rn is open.
Here, smooth means infinitely differentiable. We may also allow these maps,
rather than to open subsets of Rn , to be to open subsets of the upper half plane
Rn+ := {(x1 , . . . xn ) : xn ≥ 0}. Then the boundary of a manifold M , known as
∂M , is the preimage of {(x1 , . . . xn ) : xn = 0} The boundary of a manifold M
is denoted ∂M . Throughout this project, I deal mostly with surfaces.
Definition 3.1.2 (Surface). A surface is a two dimensional manifold.
Up to homeomorphism, surfaces have been classified by their number of
“holes” and number of boundary components.
Definition 3.1.3 (Homeomorphism). A continuous bijection from one manifold
to another such that its inverse is continuous.
Theorem 3.1.4 (Classification of Surfaces[20]). Any connected, compact surface with boundary is homeomorphic to either a sphere, a connected sum of
tori, or a connected sum of projective planes, with a finite number of open discs
removed.
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Here, compact means that given an open cover of the surface (that is, a
collection of open sets whose union is the whole surface), there exists a finite
subcover. If a surface is embedded in a metric space such as R3 so that a metric
can be applied to it, a surface is compact if and only if it is closed and bounded.
However, we are only working with orientable surfaces, so we can get away with
using a weaker version of this theorem FIX
Definition 3.1.5 (Orientable). A transition map, φi ◦ φ−1
j , is orientation preserving if its derivative matrix has positive determinant. If a manifold has
an atlas such that all the transition maps are orientation preserving, then the
manifold is orientable.
Definition 3.1.6 (Connected sum).
Corollary 3.1.7. Any connected, compact, orientable surface is defined by its
genus and number of boundary components.([12])
There is one particular example of a manifold which is important to the
study of TQFTs. This is called the cobordism.
Definition 3.1.8 (Cobordism). Given any two closed (n−1) dimensional manifolds Σ1 and Σ2 , a cobordism between them is a compact n dimensional manifold
M such that ∂M = Σ1 t Σ2 [12]
Note that we consider cobordisms only up to homeomorphism. It is useful
for some of these boundaries to be denoted “in” and some “out”. This is known
as an oriented cobordism.
Definition 3.1.9 (Oriented cobordism). Given any two closed, oriented, (n−1)
dimensional manifolds Σ1 and Σ2 , an oriented cobordism between them is a compact, oriented, n dimensional manifold M such that “Σ1 maps diffeomorphically
to the in boundary of M , preserving orientation”. The orientation of the cobordism induces an orientation on the boundary ∂M = Σ1 t (−Σ2 ), such that if
the orientation matches that of Σi then it is an in boundary, and if it does not
then it is an out boundary.
There is an example of a two dimensional oriented cobordisms in figure 3.1.
Since it is two dimensional, notice that each boundary component is some disjoint union of circles. By the classification of surfaces, 3.1.7, all two dimensional
cobordisms can be classified by the genus and the number of in and out boundaries. The disjoint union of two cobordisms A and B can also be represented as
A ⊗ B. It turns out that there are a set of elementary cobordisms, from which
all cobordisms can be composed. The proofs of the following two theorems are
given in Kock [12], however each will be sketched.
Lemma 3.1.10. All 2-dim connected oriented cobordisms are homeomorphic to
a standard form,
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Figure 3.1: An example of an oriented 2 dimensional cobordism. On the left
are the in boundaries and on the right are the out boundaries.
Proof. By the classification of surfaces (cor 3.1.7) each connected cobordism is
completely defined up to genus and number of in and out boundaries. Thus, we
can use multiplication and comultiplication to create genus; units, multiplication
and identity for the in boundaries; and counits, comultiplication and the identity
to form the out boundaries.
Lemma 3.1.11. All 2-dim oriented connected cobordisms can be made by composing certain elementary cobordisms:
1. the cylinder

2. the unit

3. the counit

4. multiplication

5. comultiplication
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Proof. We can use these to construct the standard form for any number of in
boundaries, out boundaries, and genus.
There are also certain relations obeyed by these cobordisms, which can be
found in Kock [12]. The sufficiency of the relations is proven by their ability to
take any cobordism to its standard cobordism. Note that these statements are
only for connected cobordisms. With the twist relation, made of two cylinders
which swap places, Kock [12] states that any cobordism can be decomposed
into the composition of some permutation cobordism (made up of twists), a
disconnected cobordism, then another permutation cobordism.

3.2

Contact Geometry

There are various structures that can be defined on manifolds. Two of the most
basic are the tangent vector and the Tangent plane.
Definition 3.2.1 (Tangent vector). Consider a point p on a manifold M , and
a curve γ(t) such that γ(0) = p. Then there is a tangent vector at p defined by
vp = γ 0 (0).
Definition 3.2.2 (Tangent plane). The tangent plane Tp M is the set of all
tangent vectors of p.
Once we have these ideas, we can proceed to define the tangent bundle and
a vector field.
Definition 3.2.3 (Tangent bundle).
T M := {Tp M : p ∈ M }
Vector fields and plane fields are just assigning to each point in the manifold
some structure, either a vector or a plane. FIX
Definition 3.2.4 (Vector field). Consider a manifold M . A map X : M → T M
is a vector field iff π ◦ X : M → M is the identity. Here π is the projection map
which sends a vector vp ∈ Tp M to the point p.
Definition 3.2.5 (Plane field[5] ). A plane field, ξ, of a manifold, M , is a map
from M to T M such that for any p ∈ M , ξ(p) is a two dimensional subspace of
Tp M .
A contact manifold is a manifold with a certain type of plane field defined
on it. There is an interesting relationship between plane fields and one-forms.
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Figure 3.2: This is the standard contact structure on R3 , with ξ = ker α and
α = dz − ydx
Definition 3.2.6 (One-form). A one-form, α, on a manifold M , is a smooth
map from T M to R, such that
α|Tp M : Tp M → R
is linear.
It turns out that a one-form is all that is needed in order to define a plane
field.
Proposition 3.2.7. [5] Given any plane field ξ, one can locally find a one-form
α such that:
ξ = ker α
Finally, we are able to define a contact structure, an example of which is
given in figure 3.2.
Definition 3.2.8 (Contact structure[5]). A plane field ξ is known as a contact
structure if, locally,
α ∧ dα 6= 0
for any α such that ξ = ker α
As it turns out, the condition that α ∧ dα 6= 0 is equivalent to ξ being
non-integrable. This is by the Frobenius theorem.
Consider an oriented surface Σ embedded in a contact manifold (M, ξ).
Through each point on the surface there will be two planes: the tangent plane
and one from the plane field ξ. The intersection of the contact plane and the
tangent plane will usually be a line in Tp Σ. This field of lines is known as the
characteristic foliation. Occasionally the contact plane and the tangent plane
will line up completely, in which case infinitely many tangent vectors could be
defined here. In the characteristic foliation these correspond to singularities.
Definition 3.2.9 (Contact vector field). A vector field on a contact manifold
(M, ξ) whose flow preserves the contact structure ξ.
It may seem that this condition is too restrictive, but it turns out that there
are infinitely many contact vector fields. In fact for each function f ∈ C ∞ (M )
one can define a contact vector field X such that for some one-form α, α(X) = f .
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Figure 3.3: A disc and an annulus, each with 12 boundary points.

Figure 3.4: Another example of a surface with sutures.
Definition 3.2.10 (Convex surface). A surface Σ is said to be convex if there
exists a contact vector field X such that X is transverse to the surface.
Giroux proved that in fact any closed surface is C ∞ close to a convex
surface[6]. Given a characteristic foliation, one can define on the surface dividing curves. There are points on the surface at which the contact planes
“flip” from one side to the other. These points can form lines on the surface,
known as dividing curves. Two examples of surfaces with dividing curves would
be the annulus and the disc shown in figure 3.3, or the torus shown in figure
3.4.
Theorem 3.2.11. [6] Given a surface Σ with dividing curves, one can entirely
reconstruct the characteristic foliation, and given a characteristic foliation, one
can determine a contact structure in the neighbourhood of the disc.
Thus, we need only look at surfaces with dividing curves. Giroux classifies
these surfaces in Giroux [8, 7, 9]. The disc in figure 3.3 has 2n points on the
boundary, since each curve requires a beginning and an end point. There are
also curves forming closed loops. The annulus, however, has 2n points on the
inner boundary and 2n points on the outer boundary, and curves can go between
any of these points or create circles. We need not use discs and annuli. Higher
genus surfaces such as the torus in figure 3.4 can have dividing curves. Often
the curves will divide the surface into positive and negative regions, as in figure
3.3; however not always, as in figure 3.4.

3.3

Curves on Surfaces

If we are to preserve the links to contact geometry, we ought to look at oriented
curves on surfaces. However, the unoriented case also proved useful. In fact,
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there are many different types of curves on surfaces, with different restrictions,
each useful in different ways.
Definition 3.3.1. An occupied surface is an orientable surface with boundary, with signed vertices on the boundary, alternating between positive and
negative[15].
The first type of curves on surfaces, sutures, is the most strongly linked to
contact geometry. In fact, a set of sutures is a set of dividing curves as used in
theorem 3.2.11
Definition 3.3.2 (Sutures). A set of sutures, Γ, is a set of oriented curves on
a surface, S, such that when the surface is cut along the suture, the connected
components are signed. That is, S \ Γ = R+ t R− , where R+ is the positively
oriented part of the surface and R− the negative. The surface S induces an
orientation on R+ and R− , which is either the same as or opposite that of the
sutures on its boundary.
Note that a set of sutures is a set of directed curves on a surface, dividing the
surface into a series of positive and negative areas. They are properly embedded,
so there are no crossings. There may be both arcs from vertex to vertex, and
closed loops. If we remove the orientation from the curves we get embedded
curves.
Definition 3.3.3 (Embedded curve). An embedding of a curve on a surface S
is a function f from X to S, where
• X is a disjoint union of intervals and circles
• f is smooth
• f is injective
• The derivative is everywhere injective
In other words, we have a set of curves, either closed loops or from vertex
to vertex, which never cross each other.
Definition 3.3.4 (Decorated surface). A surface with embedded curves.
Note that two decorated surfaces are considered equivalent if there is a homeomorphism between them which, when restricted to the boundary, is the identity. There are certain ways to manipulate decorated surfaces. For example
we can cut a surface along a line, or we can glue two surfaces together along
a boundary. Since this project involves lines on surfaces, the surface can often
become quite twisted, as in figure 3.5. In these cases, we can use a type of
homeomorphism known as a Dehn twist. Essentially, a Dehn twist twists the
annulus a full 2π.
Definition 3.3.5 (Dehn twist). Consider an annulus, A, in R2 , centred at 0,
with 1 ≤ r ≤ 2. Then a Dehn twist on this annulus is the homeomorphism to
itself, defined by f : (r, θ) 7→ (r, θ + (r − 1)2π). Then we can take a Dehn twist
on any surface S by considering a map i from A to some portion of the surface
homeomorphic to A, call it A0 , i.e. i : A → A0 ⊂ S. A Dehn twist, DA0 is a
homeomorphism DA0 : S → S such that DA0 |A0 = i ◦ f ◦ i−1 and DA0 |S\A0 = id.
Lemma 3.3.6. A Dehn twist induces a homeomorphism, so cobordisms and
other topological objects are equivalent up to Dehn twist.
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Figure 3.5: This annulus became too twisted, and so it was transformed by a
Dehn twist.

Figure 3.6: Although these two discs are only rotations of each other, they count
as two different discs

3.3.1

Disc and Annuli

The most obvious way to contact represent automata seemed to be as sutured
discs and annuli, followed by discs and annuli with embedded curves. The idea
is that annuli with sutures or embedded curves can be glued onto the outside of
discs, and the result will be homeomorphic to another disc. If we use sutures,
we run into problems almost immediately: we can only glue discs and annuli
together which have the correct orientation. For simplification, we will consider
discs with embedded curves for now.
Each disc will have n points on the boundary, labelled from 0 = n to n − 1.
In the following diagrams, point 0 is indicated as a large blue vertex, and the
others are numbered clockwise. Similarly for annuli, there are n points on the
outer boundary, labelled clockwise, and m points on the inner boundary. We
consider rotations of a disc, or an annulus, to be different, so for example the
two discs in figure 3.3.1 represent two different discs.
There is some notation that we use to describe decorated discs and annuli.
Note that we fix the annulus so that we are able to talk about an inner and an
outer boundary.
Definition 3.3.7. Outer arc An arc which both begins and ends at the outer
boundary of the annulus.
Inner arc An arc which both begins and ends at the inner boundary of the
annulus.
Mixed arc An arc which has endpoints in both the inner and the outer boundary of the annulus.
Closed loop An arc which forms a closed loop, i.e. has no endpoints.
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Figure 3.7: Here are some examples of annuli. From left to right they are: the
identity, a rotation, a creation, and annihilation, and a non-contractible curve.
Contractible closed loop A closed loop which is contractible
In this section, we will use the notation ab to mean the annulus b glued to
the outside of annulus a, and xa to mean annulus a glued to the outside of
disc x. Even when we talk about “annulus a acting on a disc x”, we will use
the notation xa rather than a(x). Now we are able to define certain simple
decorated annuli which can be combined together to form all annuli. Firstly,
there is the identity annulus. This has all mixed arcs, from a point i on the
inner boundary to a point i on the outer boundary. This acts as an identity; it
does not change an annulus (homeomorphically speaking of course) when glued
to either the inside or the outside. An example is given in figure 3.3.1.
Lemma 3.3.8. The identity annulus acts as the identity with respect to composition of annuli.
Proof. Consider a disc a with the identity decorated annulus e glued to the
outside, and let γ be an embedded curve on ae with one end on the outer
boundary. If we follow this curve from the outer boundary, we follow a line
from the ith point to the ith point, then along a curve in a. Both γ and its
equivalent curve in a begin at the same place and end at the same place, and it
is a continuous line so each can be deformed to the other.
Secondly, there are rotation annuli. Given a number, n, there is an annulus
with n points on its boundary, and embedded curves joining i on the inner
boundary to i + 1 mod n on the outer boundary. This annulus is known as rn .
If we glue two rn annuli together, we rotate by 2, rather than 1. If we rotate
by n, so rnn , we can use a Dehn twist (definition 3.3.5) to arrive back at the
identity. The inverse of rn is rn−1 . The rotation annuli form a group generated
by rn , Zn in fact. This idea is explored further in section 4.4
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Then, there are the creation and annihilation annuli. A creation annulus
is an annulus with one outer arc, and where all other arcs are mixed. Thus,
there will be n boundary points on the inside and (n + 2) on the outside. An
annihilation annulus is the same but with inner and outer boundaries reversed;
i.e. there is one inner arc, all others are mixed arcs, and there are n and (n − 2)
points on the inner and outer boundaries, respectively. There is an example of
both given in figure 3.3.1. We will consider only the creation annuli for now.
In the following two lemmas, n refers to the number of boundary points on the
inner boundary of the annulus.
Lemma 3.3.9. For a given n, there are n(n + 2) creation annuli.
Proof. There are (n + 2) places on the outside for the outer arc to begin. Then
if the outer arc has its first end in the ith position, the other end will be in the
(i + 1)th position. This takes care of the fact that there is no orientation in
embedded curves (that is, the outer arc from i to (i + 1) is the same as the arc
from (i + 1) to i).
Now there are n choices for the first mixed arc, that is the arc from the 1st
inner boundary point. Once this is chosen, all the other arcs do not have a
choice. There are only n choices because if you go around to the i + nth vertex,
this is equivalent to the ith vertex by Dehn twist.
There is a similar version for annihilation annuli, with the same proof.
Lemma 3.3.10. For a given n, there are n(n − 2) annihilation annuli.
Now we note that given a creation annulus with n inner boundary points,
we can glue a rotation annulus to the inside to form another creation annulus,
one which is different to the first. In fact, each different rotation annulus, rni ,
will give a different arrangement of the mixed arcs and so will give a different
creation annulus.
Definition 3.3.11. We define a∗n,0,0 to be the creation annulus with n points
on the inner boundary, an outer arc between points 0 and 1 on the outside, and
an arc from point 1 on the inner boundary to point 2 on the outer boundary.
The positions of all other arcs follow.
Lemma 3.3.12. We can glue rotation annuli to both the inside and outside of
a∗n,0,0 to form all the creation annuli
Proof. By gluing all n different rotation annuli to the inside, we can form n
different annuli with an outer loop at from point 0 to point 1. Then we can
rotate on the outside, and we clearly have a different element since the mixed
arc is now from point 1 to point 2. Again, form n different annuli by rotating
on the inside. We can repeat this for each possible position of the outer arc, of
which there are n + 2. Thus, by gluing on rotation arcs we can reach n(n + 2)
different creation annuli. Then, by lemma 3.3.9 there are exactly n(n + 2)
different creation annuli, so we have reached them all.
In some sense this is like acting on the creation annuli with Zn × Zn+2 . Now
we can give each of these creation annuli a name.
Definition 3.3.13. We can define the creation annuli recursively by a∗n,i+1,j =
−1
rn1 a∗n,i,j and a∗n,i,j+1 = a∗n,i,j rn+2
.
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In a similar way, we can define the annihilation annuli. Let an,0,0 be the
annulus n inner boundary points and n − 2 points on the outer boundary. Let
there be an inner arc from vertex 0 to vertex 1, a mixed arc from inner vertex
2 to outer vertex 1, and all other arcs mixed. Then an,i+1,j = rn1 an,i,j and
−1
an,i,j+1 = a∗n,i,j rn+2
.
Finally we are in the position to define the basic decorated annuli. Note
that this set does not necessarily form a basis for anything algebraic; they are
called basic only insofar as all annuli can be formed from them. In fact, there is
an even smaller set of decorated annuli, known as elementary decorated annuli,
from which the basic annuli can be formed.
Definition 3.3.14 (Basic annuli). For each n ∈ N we can define the following
basic annuli. In each case, we label the vertices from 0 to n − 1.
• The identity annulus, e

• The identity annulus with various arrangement of contractible closed loops
between the 0th and 1st lines.

• The annulus with a non-contractible closed loop, c

• The rotation annulus, rn , along with its inverse rn−1 , and all powers of rn
(note that rn−1 = rnn−1 due to Dehn twist)

• The creation annuli on n vertices, a∗n,i,j as defined above. Pictured is a∗4,0,0
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• The annihilation annuli, an,i,j . Pictured is a∗6,0,0 .

Definition 3.3.15 (Elementary annuli). The basic annuli can be condensed
down into the following:
• The rotation annulus, rn . The image shows r6

• The creation annulus, a∗n = a∗n,0,0 , with a∗6 shown.

• The annihilation annulus, an = an,0,0 , with a6 shown.

Lemma 3.3.16. The basic annuli are each formed from compositions of elementary annuli.
Proof. Each of the basic annuli can be constructed as follows
1. e = rnn
2. The identity annulus with various arrangement of contractible closed loops
between the 0th and 1st lines can be formed from successive creations and
annihilations, embedded within each other.

3. c = a0,0,0 a∗2,1,0
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4. All rotation annuli are powers of rn
5. All creation annuli can be formed from rotation annuli and a∗n,0,0 = a∗n by
lemma 3.3.12
6. The annihilation annuli can be formed from rotation annuli and an,0,0 =
an in the same way.

The main result in this section is the decomposition of annuli. Firstly, we
require the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.17. An annulus with no outer arcs, no inner arcs, and no noncontractible closed loops must be a rotation annulus with some number of contractible closed loops.
Proof. Each arc must be either a closed loop, or have ends on the boundary. If it
is a closed loop, then since it cannot be non-contractible, it must be contractible.
A loop with one end on the inside cannot then have the other end on the inside,
as this would be an inner arc, so it must have its other end on the outside.
Similarly for a loop with one end on the outside: it must have its other end on
the inside. Thus, all arcs are mixed or contractible closed loops. For one thing,
this means that there must be an equal number of points on the outside as there
are on the inside.
Consider the arc beginning at point 1 of the inner edge. It ends at point i
of the outer edge, since it is a mixed arc. Now consider the arc beginning at
point 2 and ending at point j, and the rectangle formed by cutting along these
two arcs. No two arcs can end at the same point, so i 6= j. If j > i + 1 then
there are j − i − 1 > 0 vertices on the outer edge of the rectangle but none on
the inner edge. But each of these vertices has an arc coming from it, but they
must be mixed arcs, a contradiction. Thus, the arc beginning at point 2 must
end at point i + 1.
Note that there is also the possibility that j < i, but in this case, since it is
circular, we can consider this to be j > i.
Lemma 3.3.18. All decorated annuli can be formed by composing the elementary decorated annuli.
Proof. Note that we will instead form them by composing the basic annuli,
then by lemma 3.3.16 we can form them with the elementary decorated annuli.
Firstly, cut up the decorated annulus, A, according to the following recursive
algorithm, called Decomp. Note that for now, each Ai is a local variable.
1. If there is at least one non-contractible closed loop, choose one at random
and cut along both sides of it, as shown:
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The result should be three annuli, A1 , A2 , A3 . Since embedded curves
cannot cross over, the centre one, A2 , will be empty apart from the single
non-contractible closed loop around the centre, so it will be the annulus
defined as c.
2. Do Decomp on A1 and A3 .
3. If there is at least one outer arc, choose one outermost one at random and
cut next to it, as shown, to form two annuli, A1 and A2 .

(a) Do Decomp on A1 .
(b) The other annulus, A2 , should be a creation annulus with some number of contractible closed loops. Cut as shown, to form a creation
annulus and an identity annulus with contractible closed loop at position i.

4. If there is at least one inner arc, choose one at random and cut along it
in the same way as the outer arcs to form two annuli, A1 and A2 .
(a) The annulus A1 should be an annihilation annulus with some number
of contractible closed loops. Cut in the same way as above, to form
an annihilation annulus and an identity annulus with contractible
closed loop at position i.
(b) Do Decomp on A2 .
5. If there are not inner arc, outer arcs, or non-contractible loops, then the
annulus in question must be an identity or rotation annulus with some
number of contractible closed curves by lemma 3.3.17. Either way, push
all the contractible closed loops to the inside and then cut as shown to
form two annuli, A1 and A2 .
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(a) A1 is an identity with some number of contractible closed loops.
(b) A2 is either the identity, or a rotation annulus.
We know that this algorithm terminates, since at each step, at least one curve
is removed. It is clear that we do indeed divide a decorated annulus into basic
decorated annuli

3.3.2

Decorated Cobordisms

We can also consider higher genus surfaces. Oriented cobordisms already give
us some idea of an input and an output, so this project considered decorated
cobordisms as a generalisation of decorated annuli.
Definition 3.3.19 (Decorated cobordism). A decorated cobordism S is a 2
dimensional oriented cobordism where the boundaries each have some number
of vertices and the surface is decorated with a set of embedded curves, Γ. Each
circle need not have the same number of points, and ni = 0 is allowed. The decorated cobordism could be considered a map {(C1 , n1 ), (C2 , n2 ), . . . (Ck , nk )} →
{C10 , n01 ), (C20 , n02 ), . . . (Cj0 , n0j )}. We consider equivalence classes of cobordisms,
such that:
1. ∂S = C1 ∪ . . . Ck ∪ (−C10 ) ∪ . . . (−Cj0 )
2. The endpoints of Γ are precisely ni points on C1 ∪. . . Ck ∪(−C10 )∪. . . (−Cj0 )
Given two decorated cobordisms, (S1 , Γ1 ) and (S2 , Γ2 ), we say they are equivalent if there is a homeomorphism, φ, such that
• φ : S1 → S2
• φ|∂S = 1∂S
• φ : Γ1 → Γ2
Note that a non-decorated cobordism is called plain.
Definition 3.3.20 (Composition of decorated cobordisms). If the out boundary
of a cobordism corresponds to the in boundary of a cobordism, then we can
compose them by gluing the boundaries together
As with decorated annuli, there are certain cobordisms from which the others
can be formed. Firstly, there are the plain cobordisms, mentioned in lemma
3.1.11. Then we note that decorated annuli and decorated cylinders are the
same. We also require decorated multiplication and comultiplication. Consider
a multiplication cobordism, m. Label the two in boundaries Ca and Cb , where
they have a and b vertices, respectively, and label the out boundary Cc . Then the
decorated multiplication cobordism ma,b is m with a embedded curves from Ca
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Figure 3.8: An example of a decorated cobordism
to Cc , and b embedded curves from Cb to Cc . In this case, Cc will have exactly
a + b vertices, but note that this is only true for ma,b , an elementary decorated
cobordism. This will not always be true for a general decorated multiplication
cobordism.
It is useful to understand how to decompose all decorated multiplication
cobordisms into some elementary decorated multiplication cobordisms.
Lemma 3.3.21. We can decompose any decorated multiplication cobordism into
an elementary decorated multiplication cobordism and a decorated cylinder.
Proof. In order for a decorated multiplication cobordism to be elementary, there
are certain types of arcs that are not allowed. There are a limited number of
these, excluding contractible closed loops. They are:
• non-contractible closed loop around a leg

• arc from one leg to another

• first type of arc from one leg to itself
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• second type of arc from one leg to itself, around the centre

If the multiplication cobordism has a non-contractible closed loop around one of
its legs, this can be cut off to become a cylinder with a non-contractible closed
loop. If there is an arc from one leg to another, we can draw this arc up towards
the other end and cut it off.

The first type of arc from a leg to itself can be cut off like so:

The second type can be cut off at the end, like so:

Now we consider our decorated multiplication cobordism and remove these
disallowed arcs, one by one. At each step, we have one fewer disallowed arc, so
at some point we will reach 0 disallowed arcs. Then we will have an elementary
multiplication cobordism with some number of closed contractible loops. Since
all other arcs travel from an in boundary to an out boundary, all the contractible
closed loops can be moved towards the out boundary, and then cut off, like so:

This same lemma is true for decorated comultiplication, however the proof
is the same and so is omitted. Finally, we can decompose decorated connected
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cobordisms.
Theorem 3.3.22. All decorated connected cobordisms can be formed by composing the following elementary decorated cobordisms:
• The rotation cylinder, rn

• The annihilation cylinder, an,i

• The creation cylinder, a∗n,i

• The unit cobordism, 1

• The counit cobordism, ε

• Multiplication, mab , with a and b vertices on the in boundaries and (a + b)
vertices on the out boundary

• Comultiplication, m∗ab , which has out boundaries with 2a and 2b vertices,
and a corresponding number of vertices at the in boundary

Proof. Consider a decorated oriented cobordism. This can be divided up into
elementary decorated cobordisms as follows:
1. Since any oriented cobordism is homeomorphic to a standard cobordism
(Lemma 3.1.10), we divide our decorated cobordism in this same way.
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Although there might be multiple places to put the embedded curves on
this standard cobordism, all we require is one way. Note that we can also
choose our homeomorphism such that the embedded curves intersect the
boundaries between the elementary cobordisms transversely. We are now
left with decorated cylinders, decorated multiplication and comultiplication, and decorated units and counits.
2. Each decorated unit (and counit) is homeomorphic to the composition of
a plain unit and a decorated cylinder. There will always be some area of
the decorated unit which does not have any sutures, and this area can be
expanded homeomorphically to be a whole unit, with all sutures pushed
towards the cylinder.
3. Now consider each decorated multiplication (and comultiplication). By
lemma 3.3.21 we can decompose each of these into an elementary decorated multiplication (or comultiplication) and some number of decorated
cylinders.
4. Finally, each decorated cylinder can now be decomposed into a series of
elementary cylinders by Lemma 3.3.18.

Theorem 3.3.23. There are some relations which hold on decorated cobordisms.
Note that when composition is stated, f g means the f cobordism comes first, then
the g cobordism. The relations are:
1. The rotation cylinder generates the identity cylinder, rnn = In .
2. The cylinder, I, is the identity:
(a) rn In = rn = In rn
(b) an,i In−2 = an,i = In an,i
(c) a∗ n, iIn+2 = a∗ n, i = In an,i
(d) 1I0 = 1
(e) I0 ε = ε
(f ) Ma,b Ia+b = Ma,b = (Ia ⊗ Ib )Ma,b
∗
∗
∗
(Ia ⊗ Ib ) = Ma,b
= Ia+b Ma,b
(g) Ma,b

(h) also identity with twist.
3. a∗n,i an+2,i = δIn , where δIn is the identity cylinder with a closed loop.
perhaps say δIn,i to indicate that the closed loop is between i − 1 and i
curves. Also note that annihilation and creation must be defined. Here I
have used annihilation to mean annihilate i and i + 1, creation to mean
create between i − 1 (which remains i − 1) and i (which becomes i + 2).
That is, create at the new spot which is to become i.
4. rn a∗i = a∗i rn = a∗i+1 . Need to define what i means.
5. We can use unit and counit to close off boundaries:
(a) 1 ◦ M = id
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6. associativity of multiplication and comultiplication
7. commutativity (i.e. twist then multiplication)
8. mc,d m∗a,b = (m∗c,a−c ⊗idb )(idc ⊗ma−c,b ). Note that we require a+b = c+d
It is pretty clear that each of these relations hold.
Conjecture 3.3.24. These relations are sufficient.
Proof. The idea of this proof is to follow the proof of sufficiency given in Kock
[12]. That is, we wish to find some normal form for decorated cobordisms, then
show that these relations enable any decorated cobordism to be transformed
into a cobordism in normal form.
There are some more relations if we allow disconnected components. For
example, (rn ⊗ rm )mn = In ⊗ Im , but could also do (rn ⊗ rm )(rnn−1 ⊗ Im )(In ⊗
m−1
rm
).
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Chapter 4

Functors
4.1

Category Theory

Many objects in mathematics seem to follow similar rules. For example, a
group can have an identity element and one can have an identity function.
Functions between different spaces can be both called injective, even though it
be in different ways. All these mathematical objects can be generalised to the
notion of a category.
Definition 4.1.1 (Category). A category C consists of the following:
• A collection of objects, ob(C)
• A collection of morphisms, hom(C), where each morphisms is a map from
exactly one object to exactly one object.
• A binary operation, composition of morphisms, such that the following
holds
– Associativity: ∀f, g, h ∈ hom(C) where f : a → b, g : b → c, h : c →
d, it is true that (f ◦ g) ◦ h = f ◦ (g ◦ h)
– Identity: ∀x ∈ ob(C)∃id ∈ hom(C) such that f ◦ id = id ◦ f = f for
all morphisms f such that either f begins or ends at x.
Some examples of categories are:
Set The objects are sets and the morphisms are functions
Grp The objects are groups and the morphisms are homomorphisms
G Where G is a group. There is a single object, and the morphisms are all the
elements of the group.
Top The objects are topological spaces and the morphisms are continuous functions
Another example of a category, one which is integral to TQFTs, is ncob, the
category of n-dimensional cobordisms, which has (n − 1) manifolds as its objects and n dimensional cobordisms as its morphisms. In order to describe the
similarities between categories, we can use function-like things, called functors.
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Definition 4.1.2 (Functor). A functor F between two categories C and D is a
map F : C → D such that:
• To each object x ∈ C is associated an object F (x) = y ∈ D
• To each morphism f ∈ C : x1 → x2 is associated a morphism F (f ) ∈ D :
F (x1 ) → F (x2 ).
• The identity is preserved: F (1C ) = 1D
• Composition is preserved: F (f g) = F (f )F (g)
Definition 4.1.3 (Monoidal category). A category equipped with a bifunctor,
⊗ : C × C → C, such that the following hold:
• There is a unit object, I
• There is an isomorphism αA,B,C : (A ⊗ B) ⊗ C → A ⊗ (B ⊗ C)
• There is an isomorphism λA : I ⊗ A → A
• There is an isomorphism ρA : A ⊗ I → A
• The following two diagrams commute:

αA⊗B,C,D

((A ⊗ B) ⊗ C) ⊗ D

αA,B,C⊗D

(A ⊗ B) ⊗ (C ⊗ D)

A ⊗ (B ⊗ (C ⊗ D))

IA ⊗αB,C,D

αA,B,C ⊗ID
αA,B⊗C,D

(A ⊗ (B ⊗ C)) ⊗ D

A ⊗ ((B ⊗ C) ⊗ D)

(A ⊗ I) ⊗ B

αA,I,B

ρA ⊗IB

A ⊗ (I ⊗ B)

IA ⊗λB

A⊗B
If each of these isomorphisms is the identity, then the category is a strict
monoidal category. However, any monoidal category can be equivalent to a
strict monoidal category [19]. Since we are only dealing with strict monoidal
categories, from here when we will use the word “monoidal” to mean “strict
monoidal”. An example of a strict monoidal category is vector spaces with the
normal tensor product.
Definition 4.1.4 (Monoidal functor). A functor between two monoidal categories which preserves the monoidal structure. That is, if F is a functor then
F (A) ⊗ F (B) ⊗ F (C) = F (A ⊗ B ⊗ C) and I ⊗ F (A) = F (I ⊗ A)
Definition 4.1.5 (Symmetric monoidal category). A monoidal category which
in addition has an isomorphism bA,B : A⊗B → B ⊗A which obeys the following
identity
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(A ⊗ B) ⊗ C

αA,B,C

A ⊗ (B ⊗ C)

bA,B⊗C

(B ⊗ C) ⊗ A
αB,C,A

bA,B ⊗I

(B ⊗ A) ⊗ C

αB,A,C

B ⊗ (A ⊗ C)

id⊗bA,C

B ⊗ (C ⊗ A)

We also require that bA,B bB,A = IA⊗B .
Definition 4.1.6 (Symmetric monoidal functor). A monoidal functor which
commutes with the symmetry isomorphisms. That is, F (A)⊗F (B) = F (B ⊗A).
An example of a symmetric monoidal category is cobordisms.

4.2

List of categories

In this section I will provide a list of categories that were used in this project.
Firstly, given a group G, or a semigroup, we can define a category with a single
object, and |G| morphisms which compose according to the binary operation of
the group. Given a semiautomaton A, there is a corresponding category, where
the objects are the states and between states there are morphisms corresponding
to the letters of the alphabet. Then there are the algebraic categories:
Definition 4.2.1 (Grp). In this category the objects are groups and the morphisms are homomorphisms between them.
Definition 4.2.2 (Semigroup). Here the objects are semigroups and the morphisms are semigroup homomorphisms
Definition 4.2.3 (Automata). The objects in this category are Automata.
Consider two FSA, F = (Q, A, τ, q0 , B) and F 0 = (Q0 , A0 , τ 0 , q00 , B 0 ). A morphism between them is a function (f, g) : F → F 0 such that f : Q → Q0 ,
g : A → A0 , f (q0 ) = q00 , and the diagram commutes
τ

Q×A

Q

f ×g

f
τ

Q0 × A0

0

Q0

Definition 4.2.4 (Vectk ). The objects are vector spaces over some field k,
whilst the morphisms are linear maps between these vector spaces. Note that
this is a symmetric monoidal category with the normal tensor product.
Then there are the topological categories. Firstly, cobordisms:
Definition 4.2.5 (nCob). We define ncob to be the category of n-dimensional
cobordisms. The objects are the n − 1 dimensional surfaces, and the morphisms
are the cobordisms between them.
The other categories were all defined in this project.
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Definition 4.2.6 (discn ). The set of all equivalence classes of decorated discs
with n points on the boundary is ob(discn ), whilst the set of all equivalence
classes of decorated annuli with n points on each boundary is hom(discn ).
Note that the identity annulus is the identity morphism, and composition of
morphisms is defined by gluing two annuli together.
This category is not monoidal. However, if we allow disjoint unions of discs
and annuli, then we can define a new category which is monoidal.
Definition 4.2.7 (Extended discn ). The objects are disjoint unions of decorated discs on n vertices, whilst the morphisms are disjoint unions of decorated
annuli on n vertices. Again, composition of morphisms is gluing, and the identity morphism is always some disjoint union of identity annuli. The tensor
product for the monoidal structure corresponds to disjoint union.
We can also define a version which has sutures rather than embedded curves
Definition 4.2.8 (discn ). This category is the same as discn , but the discs are
sutured, rather than containing embedded curves. Also each disc and annulus
has 2n points on each boundary rather than n, due to the oriented nature of
the sutures. The identity, again, is some version of the identity annulus, with
the direction of the sutures determined by which disc it is the identity for.
And a version with just annuli
Definition 4.2.9 (annulusn ). There is only one object in this category. Each
annulus is a morphism, with gluing together annuli corresponding to composition of morphisms.
Definition 4.2.10 (rotannulusn ). Again, there is only one object. However,
the morphisms are only the rotation annuli, including the identity.
When defining the category of decorated cobordisms, there are two choices
for the objects. Either circles with vertices on the boundary, or decorated discs.
The first option was more useful in this project.
Definition 4.2.11 (Dec2Cob). The objects in this category are disjoint unions
of discs with vertices on the boundary, and the morphisms are decorated cobordisms. The identity is some disjoint union of cylinders with the identity embedded curves, and for each the number of curves depends on which object.
The category Dec2cob is both symmetric and monoidal.
Definition 4.2.12 (Dec2Cob). Here, the objects are disjoint unions of occupied circles and the morphisms are sutured cobordisms.
Definition 4.2.13 (Dec2Cob∗). The category Dec2Cob∗ has as its objects
decorated discs, and as its morphisms decorated cobordisms.
In all these decorated cobordism categories, the identity is some version of
a disjoint union of cylinders with identity curves on them.
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4.3

Topological Quantum Field Theories

The aim of this project is to use these contact structures to represent automata,
analogously to the way a TQFT is a relationship between cobordisms and vector
spaces.
Definition 4.3.1 (TQFT[12]). A Topological Quantum Field Theory, A, is a
symmetric, monoidal functor from Vectk to nCob. Alternatively, it is a map
which satisfies the following axioms:
1. Topologically equivalent cobordisms, those in the same class, represent
the same map: M1 ∼
= M2 =⇒ A (M1 ) = A (M2 )

=
2. The identity map is the cylinder

3. Composition of cobordisms goes to composition of linear maps: M1 ◦M2 =
M3 =⇒ A (M1 ) ◦ A (M2 ) = A (M3 )
4. Disjoint union goes to tensor product, eg V ⊗ V 7→ V

5. The empty boundary goes to the ground field k, eg k 7→ V

4.4

Discs and annuli

The aim of this project is to represent an automaton as a collection on contact
structures. There are various ways to do this.
Definition 4.4.1 (Contact representable). A semiautomaton is known as contact n-representable if there exists a functor from its category to some subcategory of discn .
Alternatively, if there exists a functor from the corresponding semigroup of the
FSA to a subcategory of discn , then we can also call the automaton contact
representable. We may also change the destination category to any of the
other categories defined above. One example of a contact representable
automaton is the following:
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Figure 4.1: The first two annuli here represent the elements a, b ∈ U3 . When
they glue, they form a semigroup with the same Cayley table of U3 . The third
image is the element ab. Notice how it is homeomorphic to a

e

0

r
r

1

e

This is contact 2 representable. The following two discs represent the states 0
and 1:

The e annulus is the identity annulus, whilst the r annulus is the rotation
annulus, r4 .
Given an automaton, or semi automaton, we can also consider instead the
corresponding semigroup. In fact, we can either consider the semigroup on its
own, or the semigroup acting on a set.
Definition 4.4.2 (Semigroup action contact representable). A right mapping
semigroup S acting on a set X is contact n-representable if there exists a
functor from the category of (X, S) to some subcategory of discn .
Definition 4.4.3 (Annuli-only contact representable). A semigroup S may be
annuli only contact n-representable if there is a functor from the category S to
the category annulusn (definition 4.2.9
An example of an annuli-only contact 3-representable semigroup is U3 (see
figure 4.1) Something useful to consider is the directed graph of Discn . Each
vertex represents a disc. Given two discs, x and y, and an annulus a, there is a
directed edge from x to y labelled a iff gluing x to the inside of a produces y.
Conjecture 4.4.4. Any semi-automaton which is contact n representable is a
subgraph of this graph.
This seems likely to be true. However, as is proven below, all cyclic groups are
not contact representable, so this conjecture is not needed.
Lemma 4.4.5. Any cyclic group Zn is contact n representable.
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Proof. There is a functor F from Zn to rotannulusn , where the object maps
to the object, F (1) = rn , and all the other elements of the group follow from
there.
Theorem 4.4.6. All finite abelian groups are contact n representable.
Proof. Note that we can use the category Extended-discn , with the cartesian
product mapping to the disjoint union. Note that by theorem 2.1.17 all finite
abelian groups are the cartesian product of some number of cyclic groups.
As it turns out, most groups are not contact representable by discs and annuli.
Lemma 4.4.7. Let G be a group acting faithfully on a set X and
Γ : G → discn a contact representation. Denote Γ(x) by Γx . If ∃g ∈ G Γg with
an outer arc in position (i, i + 1), then every Γx has the same outer arc
Proof. Let Γx be a disc in Γ(X). Then Γg (Γx ) must have an arc in position
(i, i + 1). But this holds for any Γx that Γg acts upon, so any Γx in the image
of Γg has an arc in this position. By lemma 2.1.37, Γg (Γ(X)) = Γ(X), so every
disc Γx ∈ Γ(X) has an arc in this place.
Lemma 4.4.8. Let G be a group acting faithfully on a set X and
Γ : G → discn a contact n-representation. If for every x ∈ X Γg has an outer
arc in position (i, i + 1), and every Γg either has an outer arc in position
(i, i + 1) or has the two arcs at i and i + 1 being the identity, then there exists
a contact (n − 1)-representation.
Proof. We construct the new representation Γ0 as follows:
1. For each disc Γx , let Γ0x be Γx with the (i, i + 1) outer arc removed.
2. If Γg is an annulus with identity arcs are i and i + 1 then Γ0g is the same
but with these arcs removed.
3. If Γg has an outer arc in position (i, i + 1) then in Γ0g remove the outer
arc and join the two curves which end on the inside at i and i + 1.

Note that we are able to do this since an inner arc at (i, i + 1) is
forbidden as it would cause a closed loop.

Theorem 4.4.9. Let G be a non-cyclic group acting faithfully on a finite set
X. Then there is no contact representation for (G, X).
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Figure 4.2: Sutures on a cobordism. This may be a way to contact represent
automata.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a contact
representation. Denote it Γ. Then by lemma 3.3.17 there must be at least one
annulus with at least one outer arc, Γg , otherwise G would be cyclic. Let this
arc be in position (i, i + 1). By lemma 4.4.7, every disc in Γ(X) must then
have this same arc. Thus, every annulus must preserve this outer arc, so each
will look like one of the following:

The third option, in order to result in a disc with an outer arc at (i, i + 1),
requires the disc it acts on to have an arc at (j, j + 1). Thus, if one of the
annuli looks like the third option, it is necessary that all discs have an outer
arc at (j, j + 1), and we are presented with these options again. There is a
finite number of arcs so at some point the third option will not be taken.
Thus, every disc will have an outer arc at some (k, k + 1) and every annulus
will be one of the first two options. Thus, by lemma 4.4.8 we will have a new
(n − 1)-representation. Note that the third option type annulus which had two
arcs which ended on the inner points k and (k + 1) is now an annulus of the
first type. Thus, we can again use this, so by finite descent we end up with
some contact m-representation for (G, X) which has no outer arcs. But this
implies that G is cyclic, a contradiction.

4.5

Decorated cobordisms

Although there does not exist a contact representation for groups in the
obvious way, the analogy with TQFTs would suggest that there are other
avenues available, for example figure 4.2, or higher genus surfaces. Thus, we
aim to find a functor between the category of decorated cobordisms and the
category of an automaton. But the category of decorated cobordisms is quite
large, so instead the focus of the project in this area was simply to describe
the relations satisfied by decorated cobordisms. Then, the relations can be
analysed to determine which algebraic object they can contact represent. A
TQFT is a functor from ncob to vectk , but a contact representation is a
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functor from G to Dec2cob. Thus, in finding a functor perhaps only a subset
of Dec2cob will be used. Perhaps representation theory could be used to put
decorated cobordisms into a form more easily considered amoung other
algebraic objects, so one idea would be to represent decorated cobordisms as
matrices.

4.6
4.6.1

Other possible representations
Discs and annuli with crossings

The following lemma suggests that perhaps it is necessary to throw away the
contact structure entirely, and consider discs and annuli with curves that are
allowed to cross.
Lemma 4.6.1. Any group is isomorphic to a subgroup of a symmetric group.
For some group element g ∈ G we can consider an annulus Γg where each
vertex on the boundary of the annulus is labelled from 1 to n, and then have a
line from an inner vertex i to an outer vertex j whenever g(i) = j.
We also know that we can represent the group U3 . Thus, with some version of
a wreath product on annuli, we can represent any semigroup by the
Krohn-Rhodes theorem (thm 2.2.18). We can already use the wreath product
as is, but that is quite artificial.

4.6.2

Temperley-Lieb algebra

There is also an algebraic construction, in the same vein as the braid group,
known as the Temperley-Lieb algebra. Usually, this is in a line rather than an
annulus, but there is a wrap around version which is almost exactly the same
structure as the annuli but with loops allowed. One Temperley-Lieb algebra,
T L4 (δ), is generated by these four elements [Image from wikipedia user
Kilom691]:

This construction can be extended in the obvious way to n elements.
Multiplication is done by gluing two elements together and then replacing any
closed loops by a factor of δ.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
5.1

Extensions to this project

This project suggests various topics for further exploration. Firstly, the
relations followed by the category Dec2Cob should be explored. These
relations may suggest the existence of a functor from Dec2Cob to some
algebraic category. The structure of this category could also be explored,
particularly the existence of some sort of normal form, which should allow the
conjecture to be proven.
Other avenues of contact representing automata could be explored in more
detail. In particular, a better way to represent the wreath product and other
algebraic structures would be useful. Instead of using surfaces with embedded
curves, we could instead use sutures, although a cursory exploration seemed to
reveal that the orientations may cause problems. The ideas advanced by the
theory of SQFTs [15] could also be explored.
Throughout this project, semi-automata have been represented, rather than
automata. However, in computer science, automata are considered important
mainly for their ability to distinguish between accepted words and rejected
words. Thus, there should be some way to represent the start state and,
especially, the accept states. One possibility would be to have the presence of
closed loops indicate either accept or reject states; however, gluing further
annuli cannot remove closed loops.

5.2

Conclusion

Just as a TQFT provides a relationship between cobordisms and vector
spaces, This project explored the relationship between automata and certain
contact structures. This was done using the relationship between automata
and semigroups, and the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem. Although the
initial idea proved to be unfruitful, there are plenty of other areas to be
explored.
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